shades of grey

2.744 product design
2 pt PERSPECTIVE!

2.744 product design
storyboards!

questions?

concept sketches: March 20
Our last mini quiz

how many thrusters visible?

enough to overcome the gravitational pull of the pigs, around 20
our last mini quiz

how many thrusters visible?

I have practiced ABCs _____ times since Thursday
our last mini quiz
what do you see?
our last mini quiz

what do you see?
our last mini quiz

what do you see?
today’s mini quiz

now!

what point perspective is needed to draw this viewpoint?
let’s get started

warm up!
warmup continued

the basic cube
warmup continued

the basic cylinder
warmup continued

cityscape!
2 point perspective

a room.
another room. exciting!

2 point perspective
collections of simple shapes

complex forms

basic shapes
proportions
details
collections of simple shapes

complex forms
collections of simple shapes

complex forms

underlay?
collections of simple shapes

complex forms
finally, we are ready to talk about…

shade and tone!
marker technique
filling areas
marker technique

solid colors?
marker technique

cubes, cool and warm
marker technique

earth and sky
marker technique

the cylinder
marker technique

the sphere
what’s next?

**Storyboard Critique**
- Tuesday, March 6
- Sunday, March 11

**Human Use Critique**
- Thursday, March 8
- Tuesday, March 13

**Concept Sketches**
- Thursday, March 8
- Tuesday, March 20